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(Note: The following is "Part 2" of this essay which will deal mostly with the "Match".)

     We discussed in the first part of this three-part essay how the "Workforce" initiative 
being pursued by many states adversely is affecting medical licensure and healthcare.  
The state of Missouri is at the tip of this spear due to its' current status as the only state 
with a burgeoning number of medical graduates becoming "Assistant Physicians (APs)".   
(Please see freedomfordoctors.org for an explanation of this classification of doctors.)  
The "Workforce" program has demonstrated a deleterious effect on doctors in several 
states.  This is especially pronounced in relation to APs and others who have been unable 
to procure a "residency" with a healthcare institution which is a prerequisite for full 
physician licensure.  Each year, approximately forty-five thousand (45,000) medical 
students, recent graduates, and foreign doctors participate in the "Match" vying for about 
thirty thousand (30,000) positions with thousands of programs throughout the country.  
Simple math shows that nearly fifteen thousand (15,000) aspirants are unable to enter 
residency.  While the advent of APs in Missouri has mitigated the misery for many, this 
"MisMatch" (which is hereupon how it will be referenced) has become an annual lottery 
replete with skullduggery, favoritism, and incompetence. 

     This writer has initiated participation in the "MisMatch" three non-consecutive years 
since 2013.  The language used here purposefully is vague because the "National 
Residency Match Program (NRMP)", "Electronic Residency Application Service 
(ERAS)", and "United States Medical Licensing Exam (USMLE)" are co-conspirators in 
devising a murky, multi-layered system of payment obligations, designations levels, and 
application requirements.  For example, one must pay eighty dollars ($80.00) to register 
with NRMP, ninety-nine dollars ($99.00) to apply to a minimum of ten (10) programs 
through ERAS, and another eighty dollars ($80.00) for transcripts through USMLE--even 
if you have your own sealed copies of transcripts.  In the first year of 'participation', I paid 
the NRMP before withdrawing from the MisMatch process due to not having passed one 
of the Step exams that programs desire yet.  The second pursuit was the only time that I 
paid all three entities (to the tune of $1,500) before the main interview period.  The last 
attempt was for the 2019 MisMatch where I only intended to pursue open positions after 
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the interview period, but was forced to pay the fees for the NRMP, ERAS, and USMLE 
totaling $259 even though I did not want to apply to any programs before the 
"Supplemental Offer and Acceptance Program (SOAP)" during which 'unfilled' positions 
can be pursued and did not want to release my USMLE scores to prospective programs 
before talking to them.  The final insult after paying fees to all three of these 'non-profit' 
or 'quasi-governmental' conglomerates is that, since they do not classify me as 'Active' if I 
do not obtain an interview, divination would suggest that I am 'Inactive' despite my best 
effort.

     This year's MisMatch was the most egregious of all.  The people at ERAS, a service 
provided by the "American Association of Medical Colleges (AAMC)" located in 
Washington, D.C, spent much of the two-week period leading up to the MisMatch urging 
applicants to be prepared for 'Match Week'.  When the Monday of that week arrived, 
SOAP applicants experienced an exasperating afternoon of spinning icons and long wait-
times when trying to apply to programs.  What should have taken me one-half to one hour 
took over three hours of repeated attempts which extended past the time when programs 
were able to start looking at applicants.  The "Senior Director" of ERAS sent 
'communications' acknowledging the delays ultimately leading to an extension of the 
application period.  When the next day arrived, the program directors now could not get 
into their portals to see the applications.  A further delay led to the elimination of one 
round of SOAP.  I became so disenchanted that I drove to neighboring states to pursue 
positions when the time came that we could contact programs.  ERAS appears to be 
nestled in the area of the country that I refer to as "DCneyland" due to the presence of six 
of the richest ten counties in the country being located around Washington, D.C. which 
has led to a plethora of dining, entertainment, business, and development opportunities.  
If you doubt this description, just drive down Route 95 and exit some of the branching 
roadways where you will find a funland of luxury.  While you are in the area, stop at the 
Westfield Montgomery Mall in Bethesda, MD and enjoy the sushi and espresso bars or 
just slum it at the Chick-fil-A in the high-back padded booths of this virtual five-star food 
court! 

     According to Form 990s filed by the NRMP, AAMC, and National Board of Medical 
Examiners (NBME), the latter of which manages the USMLE, the MisMatch has been a 
cash cow contributing to the compensation of the Board of Directors of the NRMP, 
AAMC, and NBME.  In the NRMP (located in DCneyland), no fewer than eight (8) 
employees earned six-figure salaries in 2017 with "total liabilities and net assets/fund 
balances" of $18,802,876 dollars.   The AAMC, also located in DCneyland, had total net 
assets of $297,686,865 according to a 2018 audit with fifteen (15) employees earning at 
least six figures in 2017; ERAS accounted for $84,910,853 in revenue for calendar year 
2017.  The NBME (headquartered in an impressive high-rise in Philadelphia, PA) boasts 
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twenty (20) employees making six-figure salaries with $110,498,709 in revenue from the 
USMLE in 2017.  Why are these 'non-profit' or 'exempt organizations' earning so much 
money on the backs of medical students, graduates, and doctors who often have 
$300,000-$400,000 in student-loan debt?  How are they unable to conduct competently 
the MisMatch despite millions of dollars spent in information technology and salaries?

     Meanwhile, stories abound of pay-for-play arrangements resulting in residencies 
granted to candidates who shelled out thousands (and sometimes hundreds of thousands) 
of dollars or whose parents had deep pockets.  Articles about this can be found here, here, 
and here.  At the risk of being labeled 'xenophobic', why do an inordinate number of 
program contacts appear to be foreign-born?  This seems to coincide with the increasing 
match rate for ECFMG (Educational Commission for Foreign Medical Graduates) up 
from 56.5% to 58.8% from 2018 to 2019 marking eight (8) consecutive years of gains for 
non-U.S. foreign graduates.  Last time I checked, residency slots are funded primarily by 
U.S. taxpayers.  The 1965 Medicare Amendment to the Social Security Act expanded the 
number of residencies.  However, a Congressional Quarterly released later that same year 
stated that this expansion was not meant to be permanent; rather, it was seen as an adjunct 
to the establishment of Medicare for the express purpose of providing care for the elderly.  
Why are hospitals and other programs still reliant on these positions at taxpayer expense, 
yet are loathe to fund new positions to address the “physician shortage”?  In fact, there is 
no 'physician shortage', only a system of regulatory capture and restraint of trade 
maintained by a coterie of gatekeepers from the AMA, FSMB, AAMC, NRMP, USMLE, 
and ACGME.  Like clockwork around Match time, the AMA and AAMC trot out their 
annual support for the “Resident Physician Shortage Reduction Act of 2019” which is the 
sixth iteration of nearly identical legislation that is a facade for addressing the “physician 
shortage” that they helped to create. By the way, how did the FSMB (Federation of State 
Medical Boards) supersede individual state rights when it is no more federal than Federal 
Express (or the Federal Reserve, for that matter)?

     In the end, I did not procure a residency match similar to approximately one-third of 
all applicants.  Subsequently, I was informed by my employer that I will not be offered a 
contract as an AP for the next year due to lack of patients in the rural clinic where I work.  
I am thankful for the experience they have afforded me when the majority of the medical-
industrial establishment has been borderline hostile towards APs, but supportive of the 
"Workforce" wrecking ball swinging towards medical doctors.  Once again, I have been 
driving around Missouri (and Arkansas) dropping off resumes and talking with 
representatives of private and affiliated healthcare institutions.  On the bright side, some 
of the private clinics and hospitals appear to be more open to hiring APs; however, the 
larger conglomerates and their satellite clinics that may seem to be private at first glance 
continue to be oppositional stating that they are 'not hiring that class of provider'.  They 
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increasingly are hiring Nurse Practitioners (NPs) who will benefit from the increased 
spread of the "Workforce" program at the expense of APs and physicians.  NPs practice 
independently of physician oversight in 31 states despite having between 3-10% of the 
clinical hours of training that family physicians receive.

     Missouri University is conducting a voluntary survey of medical professionals that 
likely will yield pseudo-quotas for the perceived need of all professions for adults 
including nurses, NPs, and physicians.  This already occurred in my home state with exact 
numbers of slots published and disguised as 'Targeted Training Areas' according to page 5 
of this 2015 report:  bidcondocs.delaware.gov/LAB/DOL_14123AdultTraining_RFP.pdf.  
Nurses are fifth on the list at 355 while physicians number only 56.  When the physicians 
will wake up to this fact is unknown.  In the meantime, they will show up at legislative 
hearings opposing us due to salary and status protection disguised as 'patient safety' 
concerns.  Recent legislation that passed out of a Missouri House Committee purportedly 
was denied inclusion in a Senate bill by one Senator who claimed that Assistant 
Physicians are 'dangerous and reckless', or some other such nonsense.  Some say that he 
received an interesting visit from a physician association, but I will leave that for others to 
explain.  In part 3, we will explore the coming "Adocalypse".

[Part 3 may be available at a later date.  Please feel free to contact us with information.]
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